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Phone Numbers To Change
Effective April 16, 1999, all
telephone numbers assigned to the
State Accident Fund wi ll change.

our Toll-Free number will remain the
same-(800) 521-6576.

These changes are the result of
technical upgrades being made to
the SC State Government
telephone system throughout the
Columbia area by Bell South and
the SC Budget and Control Board's
Office of Information Resources.

Should you experience problems in
reaching an SAF employee, please
use our new main switchboard
number, which will be - -

For a complete list of new
numbers , see page 5. However,

(803) 896-5800.

Thank you in advance for your
patience while these changes are
executed.

SAF #1 In SIF Recoveries
The State Accident Fund is once
again the industry leader in
recoveries from the SC Second
Injury Fund (SIF) , a critical
component in the SC workers'
compensation system.

All monies received from SIF are
credited back to individual claims.
This process reduces the actual
dollar amount paid in benefits, and
ultimately, employers' overall
premium rates.

For FY 97-98, SAF recovered
over $6.3 million to offset claim
expenses for injured workers wh o
suffered from pre-existing medical
conditions. Many times, these
conditions have an adverse impact
on the amount of benefits paid on
workers' compensation claims.

The $6.3 million recovered by SAF
was the largest individual recovery
among workers' compensation
insurance companies and selfinsurers operating in SC.

Recoveries from the Second Injury
Fund reduce employers' finan cial
exposure on individual claims when
previously disabled employees are
injured on-the-job.
The Second Injury Fund receives
its funding through assessments
paid by all workers' compensation
insu ranee carriers in South
Carolina based on each carrier's
total premium revenue.

During this same period, the next
largest recovery ($3.8 million) was
achieved by the Hartford Insurance
(Continued mzpage 6)

A New Name; A Broader Perspective ...
By now, you've probably guessed that we've renamed
our newsletter. The new name better reflects our goal
of being your SOURCE of knowledge and guidance to
help you effectively manage your entire workers'
compensation program.

officials) knew very little about the historical
perspective behind the creation of SAF over 50 years
ago. Further, many administrators were unaware of
exactly how and why SAF performs its unique function
in South Carolina's economy.

SAF published the agency's first newsletter,
Fundamentals in Fall, 1995. At that time, our intent
was to provide basic information to help claims and
premium contacts better manage the flow of
paperwork that is inherent to the workers'
compensation process. We also hoped to offer some
suggestions to reduce workplace injuries and their
ultimate financial cost to state and local governments.

As SAF continues an agency-wide quality commitment
to continuous improvement, it is only appropriate that
this newsletter reflect our agency's mission to provide
cost-effective workers' compensation insurance
coverage. However, we also want to be cognizant of
our vision - - to be a recognized leader in the field of
workers' compensation insurance services.

As time passed, we received numerous requests from
persons outside of our original target market, asking
that we expand our mailing list. These individuals
represent many different constituencies who affect
(and are affected) by the intricacies of the workers'
compensation system. We also saw a need to
address a variety of emerging claims and legal issues.
Recently, we have also realized that many decision
makers (both executive-IAvel managers and elected

Hence, the name change for this publication reflects
our intention to provide you more than just information
on how you should interact with the State Accident
Fund. To be informed consumers, you need to be
aware of national and international trends in safety,
the insurance industry, and proposed legislation.
These issues could impact on your ability to
successfully execute the policies and programs that
your organization is mandated to provide.
Let us know what you think.

OSHA To Propose "Ergonomics" Standards
(From Associated Press reports) Preventing on-thejob injuries to the neck, back, and wrist should be the
employers' responsibility, according to a draft of
proposed standards unveiled by the Occupational
Safety and Health Adm inistration.

If approved in the Fall , the "ergonomics" standards
would require employers to alter work stations,
redesign facilit ies , or change tools to reduce the risk of
workers being injured on the job. These standards
would also prevent businesses from spending extra
money to comply with "a patchwork qu ilt of different

ergonomics rules in different states," OSHA
Administrator Charles Jeffcoat told reporters.
Many business groups have already expressed
objections. The US Chamber of Commerce has
urged the agency to wait for the National Academy of
Sciences to finish its study on whether there is a
scientific basis for ergonomics standards.
Labor leaders from the AFL-CIO said that the proposal
represents OSHA's effort to address a problem that
accounts for one-third of all workplace injuries .
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"LMT" Minimizes Legal Costs
During a conversation with one of our adjusters or
attorneys, you may have heard references to files
"going to LMT." Consequently, you may have asked,
"Who is LMT?" or "Where is LMT?"
LMT is an acronym for SAF's Litigation Management
Team. This team was formed in 1995 with the
objective to establish a cross-functional group of SAF
staff members to more efficiently manage and dispose
of contested cases. The core group consists of the
Claims Unit Manager, the Contract Attorney
Coordinator, an investigator, and three in-house
attorneys. Also, the adjuster and their supervisor
participate on their particular claims. The group meets
on a weekly basis , and reviews all cases in which a
WCC Form 50 (request for an administrative hearing)
has been filed by a claimanVattorney, as well as , those
in which SAF wishes to file a Form 21 (Stop Payment).
A synopsis of the file is completed for review by the
core members. Any additional information needed to
make an informed decision is gathered. The group
then meets with the adjuster working the file to
discuss the issues raised on the Form 50. If all
information is available at the time of the meeting, the
group discusses litigation and/or settlement options. If
settlement is appropriate, LMT reviews offers made by
the adjuster, any demands from the employee/
attorney, as well as , input from the employer. If
settlement is not an option, the group ensures that the
case is ready to proceed to trial. Sometimes , a case
may be rescheduled for further review .
Consensus must be reached on all decisions made by
LMT . If the group (including the adjuster and their
supervisor) cannot reach consensus, the case is
"bumped up" to an executive-level review panel.
We have seen many benefits to this cross-functional
group approach to handling litigation. First, LMT
members bring extensive claims/legal experience and
knowledge to the table . This ensures a thorough
review of the cases prior to a hearing . Cases that are
ripe for settlement are resolved, while cases that need
to be litigated contain the information needed for a
successful defense.
Second, there has been a steady reduction in contract
attorney billings . The contract attorneys are now sent
files that are truly worthy of litigation. Also, these files
now contain most, if not all, of the information needed
to try the case. They do not have to spend valuable
hours gathering information that SAF employees can
compile at no extra cost to the policyholder. Finally,
we have a more consistent approach to commonly
litigated issues . Attorneys and adjusters are also

better updated on SC law and trends at the SC
Workers' Compensation Commission (and appellate
courts) on topical issues.
A quality-focused approach to settlement and litigation
(including LMT) has afforded in-house and contract
attorneys more time and resources to concentrate on
complicated cases and novel legal issues. This is
because there are now fewer contested cases that
actually go to an administrative hearing just to resolve
routine disputes involving minor disability awards or
additional medical care. The latest statistics indicate a
38% reduction in the number of hearings held
between January, 1998 and January, 1999.
Prior to the creation of the LMT process, a majority of
litigated claims handled by SAF were resolved by the
Legal department. The LMT process has changed
that statistic, because adjusters now remain actively
involved throughout the disposition of litigated cases.
Now, over 67% of all litigated cases are resolved
by the Claims unit, without the direct intervention
of in-house and/or contract attorneys . Further, the
amount spent on contract attorneys has been steadily
decreasing since FY 95-96. These savings are
reflected in lower claims costs for policyholders.
So, the next time you hear that a case is "going to
LMT," rest assured that all efforts to effectively litigate
that case will be reviewed and exhausted.

Thanks For Your Input
Thanks to all of our policyholders who took the time and
effort to complete and return our annual surveys.
For 1998-1999, in addition to our standard External
Customer Survey, we developed a pilot survey to gather
information from Chief Executive Officers. Seventy-five
accounts were chosen at random to receive the pilot
survey, in addition to the 336 accounts who received the
External Customer Survey.
The information provided by you is invaluable. It allows
us to monitor our progress and set priorities for the
coming year. It also allows us to evaluate the impact
organizational changes have on the services you receive.
We are pleased to report that 99.23% of the overall
Survey responses indicated positive satisfaction with
the services provided by SAF.
This year's survey measured quality in a variety of areas,
including claims management, litigation, bill payment,
Second Injury Fund/Third Party recoveries, as well as,
premium and loss control processes.

Leadership Changes At SC WCC
A number of personnel changes have occurred at
the SC Workers' Compensation Commission.

Tisdale, LLP in Columbia. From 1991-1993, she
was a Staff Attorney for the State Accident Fund.

Thomas M. Marchant, Ill resigned effective
03/01/99 . Mr. Marchant had served as a
Workers' Compensation Commissioner since
February, 1988.

Michael Grant LeFever, WCC Executive
Director since 1986, resigned to accept a position
in Governor Jim Hodges' administration as
Deputy Chief of Staff for Executive Programs and
Cabinet Affairs.

Holly Saleeby Atkins was appointed to fill the
unexpired (06/30/01) term of Mr. Marchant. She
has also been chosen to serve as wee
Chairman.

Ann Craddock, Mr. LeFever's assistant since
1988, has also left the wee to join him at the
Governor's Office.

She is a 1987 graduate of the University of South
Carolina School of Law. Prior to her
appointment, Ms. Atkins was employed as
Special Counsel by Young , Clement, Rivers, and

Duane Earles is currently serving as Interim
Director until a permanent replacement is named.
A search committee is currently interviewing
internal and external candidates.

Private W/C Rates Are On The Rise
According to an article recently published in The
Wall Street Journal, premium rates for workers'
compensation insurance cove rage are beginn ing
to rise .
Insurance industry analysts, brokers, and private
insurers predict that years of cutthroat
competition for market share will finally subside.
This comes at a time when many insurance
carriers are finally acknowledging the simple fact
that they are paying out more in benefits than
they are taking in from premiums.
Many of these carriers have been supplementing
unnaturally low premiums (and claim reserves)
over the years with profits from other lines of
insurance or carrying high amounts of
"reinsurance," where a secondary insurance
entity assumes some degree of risk for excess
liability.
Recently, several national and international
reinsurance organizations, including Cologne Re,
began reducing the amount of risk they are willing
to assume . Analysts' predictions suggest that
other reinsurers will also reduce their exposure in
the workers' compensation market as their
payouts increase.

What this means is that private insurance carriers
will have to adjust their total claim reserves and
premium rates to adequately reflect their
projected liability on the workers' compensation
part of their business.

The Bottom Line for Private Employers Expect a short-term gradual increase in
premiums, especially for midsize
organizations with employees at high risk of
injury.
In the long-term, lack of profitability may
cause certain insurance carriers to stop
underwriting some classes of coverage. In
extreme cases, carriers may withdraw from
particular markets. These conditions may
make it difficult for some private employers to
obtain coverage.
This "correction" of the $24 billion US workers'
compensation market is a natural, reoccurring
phenomenon needed to balance a situation
where the insurance industry paid an average
$1.03 in expenses and actual claims (known as
Combined Ratio) for every $1 .00 collected in
premiums during 1998.
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New SAF Phone Numbers
These numbers will be effective as of 04/16/99. The
area code for all direct-dial numbers is 803. However,
our Toll-Free Number will remain unchanged:

(800) 521-6576
Name
Gwen Adkins
Ray Ambrose
Mary Ann Austin
Deidre Bartley
T osca Battle
Gloria Bellamy
Sherman Benjamin
Michelle Berry
Debra Black
Lynnette Brantley
Shirley Brazell
Gail Broadnax
Brenda Bullard
Mary Burgess
Elaine Burton
Kim Canestraro
Walter Caudle
Veronica Chapman
Rochelle Clarke
Sherri Cloud
Ray Coleman
Suzy Collins
Wayne Collins
Susan Cornelius
Monica Counts
Doris Culler
Karen Davis-Greene
Del Driggers
Sandra Dupre
Wanda Durel
Joyce Ernest
David Foshee
Ross Gamble
Kathy Green
Janice Harmon
Millie Hazewinkel
Carrie Hendrix
Audra Higbe
Willie Highsmith
Kathy Hill
Tonya Hinton
Shawn Holman
Janis Howard
Shera Hoy
Claudie Jackson
Beth James
Evelyn Jeffers
Paul Jefferson
Fay Jennings
Carla Johnson
Dot Johnson

Old Phone
737-8133
737-8203
737-8190
737-8154
737-8176
737-8043
737-8167
737-8214
737-8179
737-8205
737-8089
737-8127
737-7549
737-8156
737-8044
737-7532
737-7546
737-8090
737-8081
737-8052
737-8113
737-8117
737-8142
737-8134
737-8092
737-8216
737-8170
737-8159
737-8100
737-8053
737-7537
737-8104
737-8010
737-8002
737-8135
737-7529
737-8163
737-8109
737-8182
737-8178
737-8184
737-8115
737-8171
737-8177
737-8083
737-8175
737-8166
737-8186
737-8110
737-8116
737-8162

New Phone
896-5870
896-5930
896-5926
896-5890
896-5912
896-5823
896-5904
896-5935
896-5915
896-5932
896-5837
896-5866
896-5816
896-5892
896-5824
896-5809
896-5814
896-5838
896-5830
896-5825
896-5855
896-5858
896-5878
896-5871
896-5861
896-5937
896-5907
896-5895
896-5800
896-5826
896-5811
896-5848
896-5821
896-5819
896-5872
896-5807
896-5899
896-5852
896-5918
896-5914
896-5920
896-5856
896-5908
896-5913
896-5832
896-5911
896-5903
896-5922
896-5853
896-5857
896-5898

Name
Norma Johnson
Mee Ling Khor-Gould
Ann Kulas
Barrett Langford
Teresa Legardy
Vicki Lewter
Jackie Lucas
Connie Mack
Sharon Mack
Kathy Martin
Jim Matthews
Billy McClellan
Robert McCulloch
Donna McCraw
Rose Mary McGregor
Sheila McNair
AI Menie
Paige Mensing
Margie Miller
Lora Morris
Gerald Murphy
Johnnette Murray
Pete Parker
Dennis Parson
Jerry Pate
Steve Patton
Robert Peppers
Cynthia Polk
Lula Praylow
Paulette Quarles
Tara Reeves
Linda Renew
Russell. Rush
Karen Russo
Terri Samuel
Debra Sawyer
Hope Smith
Sonji Spann
Donna Spires
Susan Tart
Antoinette Walker
Dick Walker
Sherri Waller
Julie Whittington
Jackie Williams
Isaac Witter

Old Phone
737-8174
737-8085
737-7527
737-8181
737-8086
737-8180
737-8087
737-8215
737-8153
737-8137
737-8102
737-8120
737-8164
737-8084
737-8155
737-8168
737-8111
737-8129
737-8189
737-8183
737-7547
737-8158
737-8138
737-8152
737-7545
737-8119
737-8188
737-8160
737-8157
737-7538
737-8161
737-7520
737-7530
737-8118
737-8082
737-8209
737-8194
737-8139
737-8007
737-8185
737-8195
737-8136
737-8091
737-8172
737-8101
737-8094

Facsimiles
Accounting
Executive
Main FAX
Managed Care
Nucleus Team
Pilot Team
Policyholder Services
Training
X Team

Old Phone
737-8057
737-8058
737-8057
737-8058
737-8093
737-7615
737-8057
737-8058
731-1428

New Phone
896-5910
896-5834
896-5806
896-5917
896-5835
896-5916
896-5836
896-5936
896-5889
896-5874
896-5847
896-5840
896-5901
896-5833
896-5891
896-5905
896-5854
896-5868
896-5925
896-5919
896-5815
896-5894
896-5875
896-5888
896-5813
896-5860
896-5924
896-5896
896-5893
896-5812
896-5897
896-5802
896-5808
896-5859
896-5831
896-5934
896-5927
896-5876
896-5820
896-5921
896-5928
896-5873
896-5839
896-5909
896-5846
896-5841
New Phone
896-5827
896-5828
896-5827
896-5828
896-5801
896-5818
896-5827
896-5828
896-5797
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SAF Leads State W/C Carriers in SIF Recoveries
(Continued fro m page 1)

Group. The largest self-insured group fund
recovery was made by the SC Association of
Counties, which amounted to $2 million.
SAF's performance in this area can be
credited to an ongoing public/private
partnership with Reimbursement
Consultants , Inc. (RCI) , a South Carolinabased company specializing in Second Injury
Fund (SIF) recovery.
In mid 1994, as part of the agency's Strategic
Planning process , State Accident Fund made
the decision to outsource all of its Second
Injury Fund recovery activities to RCI so that
agency employees could concentrate on
other cost-effective claims management
activities .

THE SAF SOURCE

Reimbursement Consultants, Inc. acts as an
agent for SAF in virtually all recovery matters.
Their staff reviews all claims filed with State
Accident Fund for Second Injury Fund (SIF)
recovery potential. They then file claims with
SIF, facilitate the transmission of all related
documentation, and process reimbursements
as cases are accepted and paid by SIF.
Maximizing recovery opportunities from the
Second Injury Fund is yet another reason
why SAF's claims costs are consistently
lower (27-36%) than the average of SC
commercial insurance carriers.
For more information on the Second Injury
Fund recovery process , contact your adjuster
or Janis Howard at (803) 737-8171 or via email at Howard@saf.state.sc.us
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Is Our Mailing List Information Correct? Should we add someone to our List?
Call Walter Caudle at (803) 737-7546 or e-mail him at Caudle@saf.state.sc.us

